Supercharge your
digital workforce
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Consume
Take a big sigh of relief. Blue Prism Digital Exchange has the components you need
to expand your intelligent automations, so you don’t have to spend time building
them yourself. Just another way Blue Prism makes you a little more human.

Why reinvent the wheel?

You’re using lots of software.

Other automators save you time
by sharing complete processes.

Connecting it to Blue Prism is easy.

Upskill your digital
workers quickly with
more basic skills.
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Our six intelligent automation skills
are the digital cognitive capabilities that
digital workers need to work seamlessly
with human workers and take on
advanced tasks.

LEARNING

PROBLEM
SOLVING

VISUAL
PERCEPTION

COLLABORATION

KNOWLEDGE &
INSIGHT

PLANNING &
SEQUENCING

You’re intelligent.
Shouldn’t your digital workforce
be too? You’re just one click away
from six intelligent skills.
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Contribute
Intelligent automation is a team sport. Contribute your technology and expertise
to Blue Prism Digital Exchange. It makes intelligent automation easier for others,
and it gets your name out!
Anyone can submit their automation components to Blue Prism Digital Exchange. Take our
partnership even further by joining the Technology Alliance Program as an affiliate or premier
partner, and you’ll get maximum exposure to thousands of automators.

“I am always looking up tracking
numbers for the products I
purchase. Also, I’m impressed
with companies that check in
with me once I receive my order.
It makes sense that a digital
worker tracks these shipments,
confirms the delivery, and
reaches out to the customer to
help organizations nurture that
relationship.”
Charlie Kovacs I Blue Prism
Developer Consultant, Contributed
UPS Web Service Connector
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Collaborate
Great intelligent automation is about collaboration, because many more human
heads are better than one. Automators collaborate; they help each other out and
suggest shortcuts and solutions. Everything just works better when everyone is
operating at full capacity. So now it’s your turn.
Download as many assets as you’d like; most of them are free! But don’t stop there. Join the Blue
Prism DX community (https://community.blueprism.com/communities/tech-chat) and engage
with other automators who are trying to solve the same problems you are working on.

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done.
At Bluze Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 1,800 businesses, including Fortune 500
and public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and
returning millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure,
scalable and accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work.
To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn.
blueprism.com

WHEN YOU NEED TO LIMIT ACCESS
TO YOUR COLLABORATION, JUST
SWITCH ON BLUE PRISM DIGITAL
EXCHANGE PRIVATE!

Control your ecosystem | Unleash
collaboration
With Blue Prism DX Private, you set the
standard for assets used by your organization.
Include connectors and skills that only circulate
within your enterprise. Avoid work in silos
by connecting your organization to partners
and outside collaborators. DX Private means
successful intelligent automation at scale.

Curate a custom
marketplace for your
enterprise

Build private assets
to control access

Collaborate outside
your enterprise
with Teams

Expand the reach of
DX Private by sharing
with multiple domains
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